Air Partner Remarketing Market Update
Air Partner’s Russ Hubbard comments on the Remarketing division’s recent activity and the
current market for aircraft sales and leasing
Recent Remarketing activity
The first half of 2018 has continued to be busy for Air Partner Remarketing in terms of both
remarketing and ACMI (Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, Insurance). The conclusion of one longterm contract involving the successful sale of four B777s, one spare GE-90 engine and two
B737-700s for a national airline dovetailed with a remarketing programme for another national
airline, covering several B777 aircraft. These projects, in addition to the remarketing of an
ATR72, a B787-8 and some E145s, show that the used aircraft market remains buoyant across
all sectors.
Air Partner Remarketing’s acquisition services have also been in strong demand in 2018, with
the team receiving an increasing number of enquiries and mandates to help clients source and
negotiate purchases or leases on their behalf. Far from being left behind by the new technology
NEO and MAX variants, the ever popular A320ceos and B737NGs remain at the forefront of
demand for airlines seeking additional lift.
Narrow and wide body aircraft
Availability of many variants of narrow and wide body aircraft types has remained tight in the
first half of 2018. Demand for new aircraft, as evidenced by continuing airline and aircraft lessor
orders and steady increases in production rates from Boeing and Airbus, means operators
seeking additional new capacity could have to wait three or more years for new deliveries.
Somewhat across the board, new generations of engines have been experiencing entry into
service technical issues, adding to the overall lack of availability as deliveries are temporarily
delayed or operators extend leases to wait for new delivery slots. However, once the engine
issues are resolved and production ramps up fully, there may well be a reversal of the current
supply/demand imbalance.
New aircraft
With finance options plentiful and new capital still seeking deployment, competition in the new
aircraft arena has remained fierce, with new aircraft sale and leasebacks at record levels. This
has been aided in part by low interest rates attracting vast amounts of capital but, even with
rates rising, it will take some time for any tangible slowdown to materialise in this sector. New
aircraft lease rates tend to lag around six months behind interest rates and as debt costs start
to rise, the full impacts will take time to materialise.
Air Partner has seen capacity demand continue to move across the aircraft age spectrum, partly
due to the high new aircraft demand, but also because a relatively sustained period of lower
fuel prices has made used mid-life equipment an attractive option for many airlines. Many
airlines are seeking quality used aircraft to replace older aircraft or “upsize” their fleet due to
increased demand.
Freighter aircraft
There has been a continuing marked upturn in the global freight markets, leading to a strong
market for both freighter and passenger-to-freight (P2F) conversion candidate aircraft. As an
example, the stock of used B767s is generally very low, as consolidator and specialist operators
have added to the market entry of Amazon in seeking large numbers of compatible used
aircraft.
ACMI (Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, Insurance)

Summer is always a busy time for ACMI and the season is now well underway: the Air Partner
team is as busy as ever, receiving ad-hoc requirements on a daily basis, in addition to placing
wide body capacity with major long-haul airlines for contracts lasting several months. There
have also been recent well-publicised issues affecting some Rolls Royce Trent engines which
power the B787, meaning that airlines across Europe, Asia and the Pacific have been taking
up large blocks of wide body short-term capacity as the engine inspection issues run their
course. The impact on both the package C and now package B Trent engines is likely to take
some time to filter through fully.
It is set to be another busy summer for the Air Partner Remarketing team, and the everchanging nature of the used aircraft markets will no doubt have further twists and turns as 2018
rolls on.
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About Air Partner:
Founded in 1961, Air Partner is a global aviation services group that provides worldwide
solutions to industry, commerce, governments and private individuals. The Group has two
divisions: Broking division, comprising air charter broking and remarketing; and the Consulting
& Training division, comprising the aviation safety consultancies, Baines Simmons, Clockwork
Research and SafeSkys, as well as Air Partner's Emergency Planning Division. For reporting
purposes, the Group is structured into four divisions: Commercial Jets, Private Jets, Freight
(Broking) and Consulting & Training (Baines Simmons, Clockwork Research, SafeSkys and Air
Partner's Emergency Planning Division). The Commercial Jet division charters large airliners
to move groups of any size. Air Partner Remarketing, which is within the Commercial Jet
division, provides comprehensive remarketing programmes for all types of commercial and
corporate aircraft to a wide range of international clients. Private Jets offers the Company's
unique pre-paid JetCard scheme and on-demand charter. Freight charters aircraft of every size
to fly almost any cargo anywhere, at any time. Baines Simmons is a world leader in aviation
safety consulting specialising in aviation regulation, compliance and safety management.
Clockwork Research is a leading fatigue risk management consultancy. SafeSkys is a leading
Environmental and Air Traffic Control services provider to UK and International airports. Air
Partner is headquartered alongside Gatwick airport in the UK. Air Partner operates 24/7 yearround and has 20 offices globally. Air Partner is listed on the London Stock Exchange (AIR)
and is ISO 9001:2008 compliant for commercial airline and private jet solutions worldwide.
www.airpartner.com

